ANYA is the lost duchess ANASTASIA but doesn’t know it yet. She is determined to discover her past.

DMITRY is a con-man. He creates a scheme to find an Anastasia impersonator in order to gain the money reward.

VLAD is best friends with Dmitry and helps get Anya to meet the Dowager Empress.

THE DOWAGER EMPRESS rules Russia and is the grandmother of Anastasia.
**MOVIE SHOW**

**SOPHIE/LILY** is the confidante and lady-in-waiting to Dowager Empress. She shows Anya around Paris.

**GLEB** works for the Bolshevik secret police and has a hard time choosing whether to help Anya or the revolution.

**RASPUTIN** is an evil sorcerer who was exiled for treason.

**BARTOK** is an albino bat who works with Rasputin. He is silly and loves to do karate moves.

**POOKA** is a stray puppy that Anya finds and adopts. Pooka joins Anya for all of her adventures.

**SYNOPSIS**

Anya is an amnesiac orphan stranded in the Russian capital St. Petersburg and is on a quest to rediscover her past, which she believes lies in Paris. Along the way she meets Dmitry and Vlad who want to use Anya to trick the only remaining Romanov, Dowager Empress, into believing that Anya is the lost duchess Anastasia.